
Providing essential marketing
services for chambers

Client Service...
...the need to do it well and the need to do it now!

How market research and client surveys can help
you to improve service levels



IntroduCtIon
The Co-operative may not have invented customer
service, but on the whole, they do it well. They
understand customer needs and they market their
products and services accordingly. 

Although client care (the Bar equivalent of customer
service) plays a major part in chambers life, it is often
limited to the requirements of the Bar Standards Board
with a little bit of hospitality thrown on top to thank
clients for their loyalty. 

Whilst this is a generous gesture, is this really
understanding the customer needs so that sets can
improve their service and keep clients happy? 

How many chambers know exactly what their clients
want and how satisfied they are with services received?
How often do chambers survey their clients and do they
ever survey their prospects?

Only with proper business insight generated through
surveys can chambers continually improve service levels
in line with market demands, retain clients and win new
business.

WhAt ClIentS WAnt
So what do buyers of legal services really want and what
do chambers need to provide if they are to differentiate
themselves from other sets who act as their
competitors? 

The general answers are below. However, how the
barrister market is perceived, and how each set delivers
according to these customer service requirements, is
another matter altogether!

Speed, clarity & understanding – Clients want you to
understand their business and they want a speedy
resolution to their problem. They want definitive
answers from counsel, not a series of back-covering
hypotheses. 

Give your clients a list of options and projected
outcomes in a jargon-free manner so they can make an
informed choice about which course of action is best
suited to them.

Approachability, relationships & trust – Clients want to
work with people they like and trust. Admittedly, it’s
difficult for direct access barristers to get to know their
clients in depth, particularly when they are likely to be

ad hoc cases, but remembering personal details and
asking about clients’ personal lives demonstrates your
caring side. 

If you care about them, then in their eyes you’re more
likely to do a good job for them representing their case to
the best of your ability. It also dispels the myth that
barristers are superior beings to us mere mortals, and
makes you more approachable. 

For sets with long-term clients, taking time to build those
relationships at all levels (from clerks and juniors to QCs)
will pay dividends in the long run.

Availability, communication & responsiveness – We now
live in a world where we are used to information being
available 24/7. Clients expect regular communications on
their matter progress and would like to access matter
information for themselves at any time of day or night. 

However, chambers management systems tend not to be
configured for client access in the same way that some
solicitors systems are, so the ability to give clients direct
access to their matters is limited. 

That doesn’t mean you’re off the hook though! Promptly
returning phone calls, emailing or texting a client with a
date/   time when you will be available for a longer
discussion helps to cement your relationship. 
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Being available out of regular office hours is always
appreciated too as it shows you’re doing your best to
accommodate their requests.

Price, value & proactivity – Clients want value for money
(not to be confused with low-cost). They want their issues
resolved speedily and satisfactorily, and as long as your
prices are competitive and service levels are high, money
will not be an issue. 

Where the value and added value comes is in the quality of
advice supplied and the way in which it is given. Proactive
communication, transparency of billing and openness
when issues arise are all valuable to the client. Taking an
interest in their business, industry, proactively advising
them of legislative changes and the knock-on implications
on their business / industry are priceless.

SurveyIng the mArket – A prACtICAl
ApproACh for ChAmberS
At the end of the day, most people like to be asked their
opinion, especially if what they have to say will be taken on
board and acted upon. However, some clients can feel a
little intimidated if they are being asked about perceived
value by the chambers themselves. 

They can feel awkward giving negative comments to
people they work directly with. As such, they’re less likely
to offer honest answers, thus distorting your findings. It’s
therefore often better if surveys and benchmarking activity
is conducted by an independent third party. 

The commissioning of a third party instantly puts people’s
minds at ease and increases the set’s kudos, firstly that
they want clients’ opinions, and secondly that they are
prepared to pay an independent company to do the
research on their behalf!

But what should the market research and survey process
involve? Typically, it would take five parts;

1 A general market benchmark

2 A client survey

3 A prospect survey

4 Selected telephone interviews

5 Comprehensive report & presentation

generAl mArket benChmArkIng – trendS
In the mArket
Benchmarking the industry is a good place to start. By
identifying normal working practices and opinions of other
sets, we can start to set a baseline for the chambers
research. 

Highlighting trends at this early stage helps with the
formulation of interview questions further down 
the line. 

Benchmarking areas include the amount of time clients
have used barristers’ services this year compared to last,
and if they predict that this will increase or not in the
coming years. It also seeks out trends in actively trying to
decrease external spend and detects buyer behaviour
patterns. Finally, it examines the primary criteria used
when hiring counsel and also when not hiring counsel.

hoW doeS your Set CompAre? – ClIent &
proSpeCt SurveyS
As the title suggests, this is where we get to the hub of
the matter. Identifying how a set performs relative to the
market is vitally important. 

Clients are fairly forthcoming, particularly if they can see
that their opinions will lead to improvements. They are
willing to share their viewpoint and offer suggestions for
improvement.

When it comes to prospects, they don’t hold back at all!
Whilst they may not be able to comment on actual
service received, they can provide plenty of information
on why they haven’t instructed a set. 

Their perception of the set often leads to further
discussion and debate regarding how the set presents
itself to the outside world. It can be most illuminating!

telephone IntervIeWS – gettIng Into the
detAIl
Selected telephone interviews then take place to learn
more about prominent issues and successes that have
been derived from the surveys. 

Again, clients and prospects are often happy to
participate as it gives them the opportunity to express
their thoughts in more detail. 

The interviews are free format, allowing for a flow of
conversation and focusing on the issues that matter most
to them.

ComprehenSIve report & preSentAtIon
The collation and presentation of the acquired
information needs to follow. 

The report and subsequent presentation should detail all
of the survey results and the telephone interviews.

It should break down the issues into specific areas and
compare the set with the benchmark data. 

It should give a clear and concise view of how the set is
performing both standalone and relative to the market.

The report should also focus on points for improvement
by outlining the main issues and suggesting a programme
for redress.service, please contact us to discuss your
requirements.
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Improvement progrAmmeS
Improvement programmes should be broken into two
categories – firstly, a ‘general issues’ category that lists
issues common across the survey participants and
secondly, a client-specific category that lists, as the name
suggests, the issues that are only relevant to a specific
client.

Once the categories are identified, the real hard work
begins.

Chambers needs to put in place improvement
programmes for each of the categories and issues listed.
What can be done to resolve the issues and who needs to
be involved in the redress?  Can they be fixed at all?

Once a plan has been formulated, you need to
communicate.

Communication is the key to success. Chambers should
share the results of their survey with their clients and
selected prospects.

This is where most sets shudder! However, it needn’t be
as bad as you suspect. No-one expects you to be perfect.

The very fact that you can acknowledge that you have
flaws, have listened to your clients’ opinions, have
improvements to make and are putting processes in place
to make them happen, is music to their ears. No longer
will you be seen as aloof and unapproachable. Instead,
you will become caring, client-centric, accessible and
trusted.

Your reputation for high-quality counsel will be matched
by your reputation for client service – a fabulous position
to be in as it’ll drive people through your doors rather
than your competitors’!

Aside from communicating the issues, you need to
communicate the plans for redress.  Tell the clients what
you are intending doing about their issues and then make
sure that you deliver on these promises.  

At each stage a promise is fulfilled, communicate the
improvement to the client/sector.  By reiterating that you
are interested in their issues and that you are determined
to make life easier for them and indeed, that you have
achieved some of the targets you set out, you will increase
your value as a supplier and, as a consequence, you will
retain lucrative clients in a very competitive market place.

And finally …

Don’t fall into the trap of thinking that one survey will do
the trick.  Increasing service and maintaining client
satisfaction is a continuous process.  Clients’ issues will
vary over time, as will your set’s service levels.  Taking
regular snapshots of your service levels and the opinions
of your clients is essential for you to remain at the
forefront of your field. 

Where to get help
If you are interested in market research and survey
support with subsequent improvements to your client

service, please contact us to discuss your requirements.

Other publications in this series:

Promoting Chambers

Differentiating Chambers

www.barmarketing.co.uk
info@barmarketing.co.uk0771 434 5072

help improve your chambers’ brand
run events, seminars & manage press
Increase the number of instructions you receive
enhance your marketing communications

With over 10 years’ experience working with
chambers, we have an in-depth understanding
of the way you work. We offer a complete
marketing service. We will...

If you want to be noticed...

...you need to make a splash!

ready to make waves? 
Come on in, the water’s lovely!

For copies of previous publications, please contact us.

e: info@barmarketing.co.uk

t: 0771 434 5072

W: www.barmarketing.co.uk
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With over 10 years of experience in the UK legal sector, in particular the Bar
and widely known for her proactive stance on ProcureCo and alternate
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with 20 years of strategic and operational marketing experience which truly
sets her and Bar Marketing apart from other marketing consultancies.

barmarketing.co.uk
info@barmarketing.co.uk
0771 434 5072

We provide every marketing service: We will help you to:

Bar Marketing, with over 10 years’ experience working closely with chambers,
has an in-depth understanding of the way you work.

Time to make some noise? We hear you loud and clear!

in-house marketing support
a fully outsourced service
planning & communications
managing press, events & webinars

gain new clients
increase revenue from your base
improve your brand awareness
save time and money

let us give you a voice!

Struggling to make
yourself heard?



bar marketing offers a range of effective chambers marketing
services to meet your needs. 

Whether you are looking for a long-term partnership to manage
your chambers marketing, require additional resources on a
project by project basis to run chambers marketing initiatives or
boost your existing capabilities, we can help.

With over twenty years of experience in strategic and
operational marketing, ten of which in the UK legal sector, you
can rest assured that the marketing needs of chambers and
firms are fully understood and appreciated. 

It is this deep knowledge and understanding which ensures
chambers receive just the right mix of marketing they need to
help them secure more business and grow.

For further information, call Catherine Bailey on 0771 434 5072
or visit barmarketing.co.uk

bar marketing limited    0771 434 5072    info@barmarketing.co.uk    barmarketing.co.uk

bAr mArketIng lImIted


